
 
 

 
5FSoftware GmbH develops an innovative, German digital platform for the networked 
working world. We see ourselves as pioneers of successful digital transformation. Our 
platform enables the emergence of dynamic ecosystems between enterprises and their 
external partners through easy-to-use, efficient and flexible collaboration solutions. With its 
own engine architecture and high-security cloud services, we are a solid foundation for 
exchanging sensitive information and documents among all participants. 
We are expanding our team and looking for a Back End Developer (m/f) in full-time, 
location: Regensburg, Germany 
  
Quality Requirements: 

 Linux oder Mac OS X 
 Mastery of min. one backend programming language: Go programming, C#, Java8 

with Spring Boot or Netflix Stack, Ruby on Rails 
 SQL, JSON REST APIs 
 Git VCS 

 
Desirable: 

 DevOps 
 Stateless Microservices 
 Experience with software design patterns 
 Testing 
 Experience with Postgres, IT-Security or Penetration Testing 

 
  
Your Tasks: 

 Cooperation working in the implementation of software solutions 
 You open up new topics and technologies, deepen your acquired knowledge and 

actively participate in our team 
 Further development of methods and procedures in software development 
 Participation in the implementation of microservices 
 You bring along experience with processes, tools and methods of modern software 

engineering 

  
5FSoftware offers: 

 An interesting and diversified task 
 A highly motivated, down-to-earth and very friendly team 
 Flat hierarchies and fast feedback 
 Help with finding a flat 
 Help with Visa/Blue Card Process 
 coffee and tea flatrate 

 
We are looking forward to receiving your application with your earliest possible start date, 
desired weekly maximum number of hours ans previous experience (motivation, CV, 
certificates, etc.) and your salary expectations. Please send your detailed application as a 
PDF file by e-mail to Stephanie Bogendörfer: s.bogendoerfer@5fsoftware.de. If you have 
further questions don´t hesitate to give us a call under +49 941 46109954. 
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